This book is based on Guests of the Nation: People of Ireland Versus the Multinationals by Robert Allen and Tara Jones, published by Earthscan, London, in 1990, which is now available online at www.bluegreenearth.com. Readers interested in the history of opposition to mining in Ireland and the story of the opposition to Gulf in Bantry should consult the 1990 edition, for these chapters are not included in this edition. Some material is sourced from press releases, from quotes and statistics first published in national and regional newspapers, a list of which is also included in the sources chapter, and from material that is not in the public domain - such as correspondence, leaflets, booklets and reports.

Exercises the social movements that developed in response to the industrialization of Ireland over the last two decades. Describes a history of conflict between the oil industry and the fishing and shellfish industries using Bantry Bay. Discusses John Hanrahan’s epic legal battle with Merck Sharp and Dohme, in which Hanrahan, a farmer, accused a local chemical company of emitting pollution severe enough to kill his cattle. Examines the community reaction to mining in Ireland over the last two ...